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The Davis Institute for Artificial Intelligence at Colby College, a first such institute at a liberal 
arts college, is made possible by the tremendous generosity of the Davis family and trustee of its 
charitable foundation Andrew Davis ’85, LL.D’15. The Davis Institute for Artificial Intelligence 
will provide new path-ways for talented students and faculty to research, create, and apply AI 
across disciplines while setting a precedent for how liberal arts colleges can shape the future of AI.

Summer 2022 RAs Max Jacobs and Meredith Green with their poster.



Mission and Values

To establish Colby as a nationally recognized center of excellence in interdisciplinary human-centered AI 
teaching and research. 

Our values are:
• Examine and improve the social and ethical implications of artificial intelligence and machine learning
• Collaborate across fields to help solve the world’s most pressing problems
• Set the standard with faculty who conduct research and teach students to be tool builders and users
• Use artificial intelligence as a means to improve the human condition

Stakeholders and Key Performance Indicators

Target Five Year Outcomes

• 100% of Colby faculty and students are enabled to interact meaningfully with the institute at least once a 
year; 200 Colby alumni each year interact meaningfully with the institute

• 25% of Colby faculty, across 80% of departments, are actively involved in interdisciplinary X+AI scholar-
ship (research, pedagogy, partnerships)

• 25% of Colby graduates, across 80% of departments, have pursued an AI curricular pathway by the time of 
graduation

• Institute scholarly outputs (e.g. model curricula, white papers) used in 10-plus other programs worldwide
• 5 X+AI Colby-afiliated startups; 25+ X+AI Colby partnerships

Influential Participatory

• Colby faculty
• Colby students
• Colby alumni

• Colby teaching and research partners
• Colby corporate partners
• Local, regional, global government, and nonprofits

• Number and satisfaction of institute core, involved 
and informed faculty, students and alumni

• Number and success of institute-affiliated graduates
• Number of interested faculty and student candidates

• Institute-affiliated scholarly outputs
• Institute-affiliated entrepreneurial outputs
• External funding
• Opportunities we say no to on values grounds

I. About the Davis Institute for Artificial Intelligence
Why AI? AI is everywhere and affects all of us. For example, first-year, U.S.-based col-
lege students in 2021 were in elementary school when Siri came out and when Face-
book first released face recognition. Members of this “generation AI” assume that 
Machine Learning (ML) solutions are continually learning, and, are used to viewing, 
AI as an assistant, enabler and guide. They are also, not coincidentally, the first 
generation to be surveilled by technology almost from birth.

Organizations and society today need AI-informed, AI-critical subject matter experts:
• AI tool users: product managers, scientists, artists, historians who know how and 

when AI works
• AI tool builders: technologists with broad backgrounds and critical thinking skills 

who ask good questions



Who Are We?

Coming in 2023:
• Second Davis AI postdoctoral scholar
• Institute-funded faculty line in Environmental Studies and AI
• Institute-funded faculty line in Philosophy of Mind

Amy Poulin is the assistant director of the 
institute. A native of Maine, she has almost 
16 years of experience at Colby. In ad-dition 
to her institute work, she is pursuing a 
certificate in applied data science from the 
University of Michigan. She is looking 
forward to the 2023 theme on Creativity in 
AI, especially to working with the Colby 
College Museum of Art on outreach to the 
students and to the local community.

Elsa Grant ’25 is the Davis AI commu-
nications director for 2022-23. She has 
experience in graphic design and digital 
media marketing. Elsa is from Acton, Mass. 
She is also a Colby Community Advisor.

Veronica Romero is a psychologist re-
searching the dynamics that arise when 
people work together. As a 2022-23 faculty 
fellow with the institute, she will  develop a 
deep learning approach to model the pat-
tern of behaviors that differentiate those 
with autism spectrum disorder and those 
without during conversation.

Yamin Ghowrwal is a new hire in ITS 
whose job will be to support the growth of 
AI and data science IT infrastructure at 
Colby.

Amanda Stent is the director of the 
institute. An expert in natural language 
processing, in 2022 she was one of eight 
researchers worldwide elected as a fellow 
of the Association for Computational Lin-
guistics. She is also co-chair of the Com-
puting Research Association committee 
on Widening Participation in Computing 
Research. This year she is looking forward 
to developing a broader community of AI 
across Maine.

Sam Donahue ’22 was the Davis AI com-
munications director in spring 2022. He 
curated our internal newsletter and social 
media.  Sam double majored in computa-
tional biology and history and was a mem-
ber of the Colby rugby team. Sam is from 
Menlo Park, California. He is interested 
in using data science and visualization to 
solve biological problems.

Alejandra Geiger-Ortiz is a geologist 
researching climate change impacts in 
small island nations. As a 2022-23 faculty 
fellow with the institute, she will develop 
deep learning approaches to automate the 
classification and segmentation of atolls 
and to model climate impacts on atolls 
over time.

Tahiya Chowdhury is the first Davis AI 
postdoctoral scholar. Her research uses 
time series modeling, computer vision, and 
social media analytics to model dynam-
ically changing physical environments. 
She is interested in energy-efficient and 
privacy-preserving deep learning. She will 
conduct research, consult with Colby fac-
ulty, staff, and students on AI projects, and 
teach hands-on introductions to AI.

Max Jacobs ’24 is our fall 2022 software 
developer. He is a computer science and 
art double major  and former Colby soccer 
player. Max is from New York, N.Y.  



Where  Are We?

The institute’s offices are adjacent to a newly renovated, light-filled, flexible open-plan space with more than 
100 student seats to support quiet study, collaboration, and exploration of all the institute has to offer.

We believe that AI should develop through the enthusiastic leadership of subject matter experts. We thank 
DavisConnects, the Goldfarb Institute for Public Policy, the Public Humanistic Inquiry Lab, the Critical and 
Indigenous Studies Initiative, Bigelow Labs, our Advisory Board, and faculty in many departments for produc-
tive collaborations.

AI Scholarship & 
Consulting

AI Curricular Pathways 
& Courses

AI Technology 
Infrastructure AI Communications



III. 2021-22
By the Numbers

Scholarship and Summer Programs

• First three Davis AI Summer Researchers (Mining the Scientific Literature; Deception Detection)
• First two Davis AI Faculty Scholars selected; first Davis AI Postdoctoral Associate hired
• Cohosted Putney pre-college program on AI, robotics and technology
• Hosted 15th International Natural Language Generation Conference

Institute Sponsored Courses Institute Directed Courses Events
• AS262:	Data	Science	in	Astrophysics
• ES238:	Renewable	Energy	Systems
• BI:	Consciousness	from	the	Biomo-

lecular	to	the	Artificial

• Jan	Plan:	Ocean	Forecasting:	AI,
Ecology,	and	Data	Justice	on	the
Seas

• INLG	2022	Hackathon
• Davis	AI/Dataiku	Datathon	on	the

Browntail	Caterpillar	Moth
• Distinguished	Speaker	Vipin	Kumar

(with	Environmental	Studies)

• 18% of faculty across all four College
divisions subscribe to Davis AI news-
letter

• 14% of Colby students taking insti-
tute-sponsored or institute-directed
courses

• Extra! Anthropology+AI Faculty Hire
• Extra! 2022-23 Lunder Institute+Davis

AI Artist-in-Residence

2022 Theme: AI and the Lived Environment
One of the most critical issues of our time is climate change. Faculty at Colby and Colby 
partners are contributing valuable scholarship to the assessment and tracking of climate 
change, and Colby itself is one of the first sustainable campuses in the country. In 2022-23 
we ask, How can AI contribute to our understanding of nature, our relationship to it, and our impact on 
it?

Summer 2022 RA Matianyu Zang ’24 with her poster.



Curricular Pathways

New artificial intelligence concentration in the computer science major will graduate AI tool builders starting in 
the 2022-23 academic year.

Cloud-hosted Jupyterhub for Colby courses is now available thanks to Davis AI and Colby ITS for 2022-23. 

Courses and Events

Institute Sponsored and Directed Courses Events
• EC393: Econometrics
• GO281: Concepts and Methods of Political Science

Research
• EC 473: Seminar: Data Analytics and Forecasting
• ST343: History and Philosophy of Data
• IT398: Practical Introduction to Literary Translation
• CS310: Creating Future Worlds: Computing, Ethics and

Society
• AR255: Contemporary Art
• AR248: Print and Digital Media II: The Digital Matrix
• BI374: Advanced Neurobiology
• EC398: Economic Tools
• Jan	Plan:	AI:	What	Lies	Beneath
• Spring	Semester:	Senior	Seminar	in	AI

• Kirsten	Ostherr,	Medical Humanities and Artificial Intel-
ligence: A Critical Nexus for Data Ethics and Racial Equity
(cohosted	with	the	Medical	Humanities)

• Allison	Cooper,	Stacy	Doore,	and	Fernando	Nascimento,
Computing Ethics Narratives: Teaching Computing Ethics
through Storytelling

• Jason	Edward	Lewis,	Noelani	Arista,	Archer	Pechawis,	and
Suzanne	Kite,	Indigenous Perspectives on Artificial Intelligence
(cohosted	with	Critical	and	Indigenous	Studies	program)

• Roy	Bahat,	Your Work in an Age of Automation	(cohosted
with	Economics)

• Beáta	Megyesi,	Cracking Historical Ciphers in Medieval Texts
with AI in the Loop

• Putney pre-college program on AI, robotics and technology
• 15th International Natural Language Generation Conference

Media Coverage 2021-22

• “Why A.I. needs the liberal arts,” Fortune, Oct. 19, 2021
• “Colby College hires director for artificial intelligence institute,” Portland Press Herald, Aug. 31, 2021
• “ Teaching Students to Make Good Choices in an Algorithm-Driven World,” EdSurge, Nov. 1, 2021
• “Maine Voices Live Waterville with the director of Artificial Intelligence at Colby College,” Maine Voices

Live, Dec. 14, 2021
• Diverse: Issues In Higher Education highlights 25 outstanding women during Women’s History Month,

Diverse, Feb. 15, 2022

Colby News Stories 2021-22

• “Eight Unexpected Places AI is Emerging in Colby’s Curriculum,” Colby News, Nov. 4, 2021
• “How Eye Movement Could Unlock New Levels of Computer Security, ” Colby News, Nov. 23,

2021
• “Humanities Database Enhanced by Artificial Intelligence,” Colby News, Dec. 13, 2021
• “An Entrepreneurial Feedback Loop,” Colby News, Jan. 7, 2022
• “A Budding Entrepreneur Sharpens Her Skills,” Colby News, Feb. 28, 2022
• “Meet Spot, Colby’s New Agile Robot,” Colby News, May 23, 2022
• “Augmenting Economics with AI,” Colby News, June 21, 2022



IV. 2022-23

Scholarship and Technical Infrastructure

At Colby there are three broad classes of AI tasks relevant to scholarship:
• Humanities: multiple faculty have document archives and would like to use digital humanities toolboxes
• Natural sciences: multiple faculty have data archives of images/video and would like to use computer vision
• Social sciences: there is a broad desire for time series modeling

In 2022-23 we will continue our practice of weekly AI/ML consulting office hours for Colby faculty, staff, 
and students. With the hire of an AI ITS person, we plan to provide:
• AI resource sheets for these three broad classes of AI tasks
• Cloud-hosted containers to support faculty scholarship with state-of-the-art ML solutions

The institute will focus our core research agenda on:
• A multi-faceted approach to modeling browntail caterpillar infestation (with Thom Klepach, biology)
• A continuation of NLP research on mining the scientific literature for taxonomic information (with Bigelow

Labs)
• AI approaches to analyzing survey data (with Dan Shea and Nick Jacobs, government)

We will also conduct collaborative research with institute faculty scholars.

Collaborations

We have created a Maine AI mailing list and invited companies and educational institutions across Maine to 
join. In fall 2022 we will collaborate with the Roux Institute on a report on the State of AI in Maine.

Recent Publications from the Institute

• Grosz, B. et al. (2022) Fostering Responsible Computing Research: Foundations and Practices, National
Academies Press. DOI: 10.17226/26507

• Kambadur, P., Mann, G. and Stent, A. (2022) NLP in Finance. In Machine Learning in Finance, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, in prepublication.



Institute Sponsored and Directed Courses Events
• EC:	An	Econometric	Approach	to	Machine	Learning
• EC:	Financial	Technology
• CIS:	Introduction	to	AI:	Critical	approaches	from	Black

and	Indigenous	Studies
• CS:	Computational	Neuroscience
• CS:	Modeling	and	Stimulation	for	Interdisciplinary

Science
• CH:	Computational	Chemistry
• Jan	Plan:	Hands-on	Introduction	to	AI	through	Com-

puter	Vision
• Jan	Plan:	Hands-on	Introduction	to	AI	through	Natural

Language	Processing
• Jan	Plan:	Ocean	Forecasting:	AI,	Ecology,	and	Data

Justice	on	the	Seas
• Jan	Plan:	Antimundo

• Panel	and	Job	Fair:	Internships	in	AI	(with	DavisConnects)
• Panel	on	Graduate	School	in	AI	(with	DavisConnects)
• Panel	and	Job	Fair:	Jobs	in	AI	(with	DavisConnects)
• Distinguished	Speaker	Kathy	Pham	(with	Science	and	Tech-

nology	Studies)
• Summer	2023	pre-college	hands-on	introduction	to	AI

2023-24 Theme: Creativity with AI

Rapid advances in AI, based on vast compute, large quantities of web-scraped data and advances in neural 
modeling, have enabled applications in text and image generation that have caused some to ask whether our 
machines are creative or sentient. At the institute, our approach is different: We seek to use AI to facilitate 
dif-ferent modes of human understanding. In 2023 we ask: How can AI facilitate human creativity? 

Institute Sponsored and Directed Courses Events
• MUS:	Introduction	to	Corpus-based	Sampling	and

Audio	Mosaicing
• CS:	A	Voice	Activated	Virtual	Art	Assistant
• EN:	Language,	Thought,	and	Writing:	Animal/

Human/Machine

• Distinguished	Speaker	Alan	Liu	(with	English)
• Distinguished	Speaker	Ruha	Benjamin	(with	the	Public	Hu-

manistic	Inquiry	Lab	&	the	Center	for	Arts	and	Humanities)
• AI-generated	art	contest
• Creativity	and	AI	for	local	high	school	students	(with	the

Colby	College Museum	of	Art)
• Hackathon	with	VoiceXD	(an	AI	startup	founded	by	a	Colby

alumnus!)

Curricular Pathways

In 2022-23 we will propose a new first-year interdisciplinary cluster in AI and a collaborative bridge program 
with the Roux Institute, allowing a student of any major to transition to an interdisciplinary master’s degree 
in data science and AI.

With DavisConnects and a group of enthusiastic students, we are restarting the Data Science Club.

Courses and Events

Images generated by DALL-E mini from the prompt  “blue mule with computer” from Amy Poulin.
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